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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, in the big data era, social networks, graph data-
bases, knowledge graphs, electronic commerce etc. demand
efficient and scalable capability to process an ever increasing
volume of graph-structured data. To meet the challenge, two
mainstream distributed programming models, vertex-centric
(VC) and subgraph-centric (SC) were proposed. Compared
to the VC model, the SC model converges faster with less
communication overhead on well-partitioned graphs, and is
easy to program due to the ”think like a graph” philoso-
phy. The edge-cut method is considered as a natural choice
of subgraph-centric model for graph partitioning, and has
been adopted by Giraph++, Blogel and GRAPE. However,
the edge-cut method causes significant performance bottle-
neck for processing large scale power-law graphs. Thus, the
SC model is less competitive in practice. In this paper, we
present an innovative distributed graph computing frame-
work, DRONE(Distributed gRaph cOmputiNg Engine). It
combines the subgraph-centric model and the vertex-cut graph
partitioning strategy. Experiments show that DRONE out-
performs the state-of-art distributed graph computing en-
gines on real-world graphs and synthetic power-law graphs.
DRONE is capable of scaling up to process one-trillion-edge
synthetic power-law graphs, which is orders of magnitude
larger than previously reported by existing SC-based frame-
works.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Graph computation becomes vital to a wide range of data
analytics such as link prediction and graph pattern match-
ing. Mining ”insights” from large scale graphs is a chal-
lenging and engaging research. It is a difficult mission to
analyze large graphs in parallel on hundreds or even thou-
sands of compute nodes. Thus, distributed graph processing
is increasingly attracting attention from researchers in both
academia and industry. To carry out graph computing in a
parallel/distributed fashion, high-level programming mod-
els such as vertex-centric (VC) and subgraph-centric (SC)
have been proposed. In recent years, respective distributed
graph computing systems have been developed including
Pregel [21], Graphlab [20], Giraph++ [24], and etc.
VC, vertex-centric [21] tagged as ”think like a vertex”, is
an engineering approach by constructing entire graph com-
putation from programs running on each vertex and its one-
hop neighbours connected by inward edges. Although VC
has been proved to be general enough to express a broad set
of graph algorithms, it does not always perform efficiently.
User-defined computing logic is restricted by a single vertex
view. The information in the graph flows from one ver-
tex to its one-hop neighbours per iteration. It leads to a
large amount of communications and slow convergence. Un-
der the VC model, it is mandatory for users to modify the
original sequential algorithms to comply with ”think like
a vertex” philosophy. Furthermore, VC hides the graph
partition structure from users, thus forbids the graph-level
optimization such as indexing and compression.
On the contrary, SC, subgraph-centric (i.e. block-centric,
partition-centric) [9] [24] [26] [23], is an elegant and natural
choice of programming model for parallel graph computa-
tion. Other than extra functionality to deal with informa-
tion exchange between subgraphs, original sequential code
remains without much modification on each subgraph. Such
model is tagged as ”think like a graph”. In addition, since
subgraphs are more ”coarsely grained” than a single vertex,
they retain local connected components in original graph.
Hence, SC inherently converges faster and generates less
communication traffic.
However, the performance of SC is highly dependent on
sophisticated pre-processing including distributed graph par-
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tition and placement. The quality of partitioning plays
a central role in minimizing communication and ensuring
workload balance. Moreover, such an optimization problem
is NP-hard. Furthermore, graphs generated by modern ap-
plications such as World Wide Web and social networks tend
to have highly skewed degree distributions, which are cate-
gorized as power-law graphs. In fact, large scale power-law
graphs processing is rarely explored by existing SC frame-
works such as GRAPE [9], Giraph++ [24], GoFFfish [23].
To the best of our knowledge, most frameworks employ
an edge-cut partitioner that assigns vertices to partitions
and boundary edges span among partitions(see Section 2).
For instance, GRAPE [9], Graphlab [20], and Giraph++
[24] utilize PARMETIS [16] to execute edge-cut partition-
ing. Giraph++ [24] adopts and extends PARMETIS. Blo-
gel [26] proposes an edge-cut partitioner that assigns ver-
tices to random ”cell vertex” by performing multi-source
BFS. However, edge-cut partitioner mentioned above all per-
form poorly on large-scale power-law graphs. Although Gi-
raph++, a subgraph-centric framework, allows users to re-
sort to hash (random) vertex placement for easy to imple-
ment and fast graph partitioning, unfortunately, it cuts the
most of edges and results in heavy communication and stor-
age overhead. As a result, there will be little to no perfor-
mance benefit compared to the vertex-centric model. Re-
cently, Gonzalez et al demonstrated that vertex-cut parti-
tioner performs well on many large scale real-world graphs
with the GAS decomposition (Powergraph [11]). However,
the GAS decomposition is under vertex-centric model, and
prohibits direct interaction between vertices that are not
adjacent in the graph.
Given these developments, we believe that there is an op-
portunity to unify the subgraph-centric model and vertex-
cut partitioning and build a single system to address the
performance issues in large scale real-world graphs process-
ing. In this paper, we analyze the limitations of exist-
ing subgraph-centric distributed graph computing systems
for processing large-scale power-law graphs. We introduce
the SVHM abstraction which combines subgraph-centric and
vertex-cut heterogeneous processing scheme. The SVHM ab-
straction inherits the performance advantages and ”Think
like a graph” philosophy of the subgraph-centric program-
ing model, and exploits the efficiency and effectiveness of
the vertex-cut partitioning method to distribute power-law
graphs. We implement SVHM abstraction in a distributed
graph processing framework, called DRONE (Distributed
gRaph cOmputiNg Engine). We describe the design of our
distributed implementation of SVHM such as adaptive com-
puting and subgraph-level communication, and provide a
user-friendly programming interface, illustrate its flexibil-
ity by presenting the implementation of several classic al-
gorithms with DRONE. We evaluate the performance of
DRONE in terms of communication, numbers of iterations,
workload imbalance, and running time on popular bench-
marks, compare with the state-of-art frameworks. DRONE’s
scalability is assessed by processing large-scale synthetic power-
law graphs with hundreds billion of edges.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews related works. Section 3 is an analysis of the chal-
lenges of power-law graphs in existing graph parallel frame-
works. Section 4 describes the details of DRONE’s SVHM
model. Section 5 gives an overview of the DRONE imple-
mentation and programming interfaces. Section 6 discusses
the distributed graph placement of DRONE. Section 7 ex-
ploits DRONE in various graph applications. Section 8 pro-
vides a detailed empirical study. In Section 9, we conclude
our work and describe potential future work.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
In this section, we first define some notation and have
a brief discussion on the general execution procedures of
parallel graph computing systems. Later, we review several
contemporary parallel graph computing systems with the
emphasis on the programming models they expose. The
characteristics of these systems are listed in Table 1.
Notations Given a directed graph G(V,E,D), V denotes
the set of vertices and E denotes the set of edges. An edge is
represented as a pair of vertices (u, v) where u is the source
vertex and v is the target vertex. Vertices and edges might
have associated value (metadata) and local data structure
of arbitrary type. For v ∈ V , Dv refers to v′s associated
value and D(u, v) refers to the value associated with the
edge (u, v). We define the set of one-hop outward-neighbour
vertices of v as Noutv = {u|u ∈ V ∧ (v, u) ∈ E} and the set
of one-hop inward-neighbour vertices of v as N inv = {u|u ∈
V ∧ (u, v) ∈ E}. For the undirected graph, we replace each
undirected edge by two edges with opposite directions.
Graph Partitioning Graph partitioning(GP) seriously
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Figure 1: Two strategies for graph partitioning: 1(a)
edge-cut and 1(b) vertex-cut
affects the performance of distributed graph computing sys-
tem in terms of workload balance and communication cost.
In addition, the overhead of GP often time is not negligible
compared to the total execution time. Existing GP meth-
ods can be classified in two main categories: edge-cut (a.k.a,
vertex-partitioning), a classic way, attempts to evenly assign
vertices to partitions by cutting the edges, and minimizes the
number of cut edges; by contrast, vertex-cut (a.k.a, edge-
partitioning), tries to evenly assign the edges to partitions
by cutting the vertices, and minimizes the number of cut
vertices. Figure 1 shows the difference between the vertex-
cut and edge-cut methods. In Figure 1(a), the graph is split
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Systems Programming Model Graph partitioning methodology Execution Model Communication Paradigm
Pregel Vertex-Centric edge-cut Synchronous Message-passing
GraphLab Vertex-Centric edge-cut Asynchronous Shared Memory
Powergraph Vertex-Centric vertex-cut Asynchronous, Synchronous Shared Memory
Giraph++ Subgraph-Centric edge-cut Synchronous Message-passing
Blogel Subgraph-Centric edge-cut Synchronous Message-passing
GoFFfish Subgraph-Centric edge-cut Synchronous Message-passing
GRAPE Subgraph-Centric edge-cut Synchronous Message-passing
Table 1: Distributed graph processing frameworks comparison
into two partitions: the vertex sets {A,B,D} and {C,E, F},
where the edges(A,C) ,(A,E),(A,F ) are cut. For the edge-
cut implementation, each process that handles a partition
needs to maintain ghost replications of vertices and edges.
In 1(b), the vertex A is cut, and the graph is divided into
two partitions which include edge sets {(A,B), (A,D)} and
{(A,F ), (A,C), (C,E), (E,F )}, respectively. For the vertex-
cut implementation, each process that handles a partition
keeps a mirror replication of the cut vertex. The ghosts and
mirrors are shown in shaded vertices and dotted lines in Fig-
ure 1. To our knowledge, the majority of distributed graph
computing systems (e.g. [21], [20], [24], [26]) use edge-
cut (a.k.a, vertex-partitioning) for GP. However, vertex-cut
(a.k.a, edge-partitioning) has been proposed and advocated
in [11] as a better approach to process graphs with power-
law degree distributions. See Table 1 for a comparison.
Pregel/Giraph Google proposed a vertex-centric(VC)
model in Pregel [21]. The kernel of VC is an abstraction
that a program Q(v) is executed on each vertex v in parallel.
Vertices are distributed to different partitions by hashing the
vertex ID, and each vertex has all the local data it needs to
perform programs: vertex ID, value, a set of outward edges
and associated edge value. A complete computing job in VC
consists of a sequence of supersteps, which are separated by
global synchronization barriers. At the beginning of a su-
perstep i, each vertex gets incoming messages sent by other
vertices in superstep i− 1, then update the current value of
vertex and edges, and send the messages to other vertices for
next superstep i+1. A vertex carries two states: active and
inactive. In the beginning, all vertices are active. A vertex
can voluntarily deactivate itself by calling voteToHalt or be
passively activated by some incoming messages from other
vertices. The program terminates when vertices are inactive
and there are no pending messages for the next superstep.
Apache Giraph [1] could be considered as the open source
version of Pregel, which is also based on the VC model.
Graphlab/Powergraph Variant Graphlab [20] also car-
ries out the vertex-centric (VC) model, which follows the
”Think like a vertex” philosophy. But unlike the synchronous
model and message passing paradigm of Pregel, Graphlab
adopts an asynchronous distributed shared-memory mech-
anism, in which the vertex program directly accesses the
information in the scope of current vertex, edges and ad-
jacent vertices. Note that shared-memory in this paper is
inline with the literature [14] that is referred as direct data
access across vertex-program, message passing is handled
implicitly. It is unlike the term used in computer architec-
ture. The workers of Graphlab fetch vertex from the global
scheduler in parallel, and add their neighbouring vertices to
global scheduler for future execution if necessary. Graphlab
ensures serializability by different consistency models, which
prevent neighbouring vertex programs from running simul-
taneously. The asynchronous execution allows the faster
worker to move ahead and avoids straggler effect but incurs
extra locking overhead. The graph structure in Graphlab
has to be static, so that no runtime mutations are allowed.
Powergraph [11], an evolutionary version of Graphlab,
proposed a Gather-Sum-Apply-Scatter programming abstrac-
tion(GAS). It tries to address performance issues that arise
when using VC model on power-law graphs. Powergraph
partitions the graph by vertex-cut instead of edge-cut, so
that edges of a high-degree vertex are handled by multiple
workers. Accordingly, parallelizing the vertex-centric GAS
program over its adjacent edges. PowerGraph programs
could be executed both synchronously and asynchronously.
Giraph++ Giraph++ [24] proposed the subgraph-centric
(SC) programming paradigm. The main idea behind the
SC model relies on the perception that each partition is
a proper subgraph of the input graph, instead of a collec-
tion of unassociated vertices. While in the vertex-centric
model a vertex is restricted to accessing information from
immediate neighbours, the subgraph-centric model allow
information to propagate freely between all vertices within a
partition. This property of the SC model leads to significant
communication improvement and faster convergence.
Giraph++ adopts an edge-cut partitioner. Inside a parti-
tion, vertices can be internal or boundary. Internal vertices
are associated with their value, neighbouring edges, and in-
coming messages. Boundary vertices only have a local copy
of their associated value, the primary value resides in the
partition where the vertex is internal. The messages ex-
changed between partitions are only sent from boundary
vertices to their primary copy. In this way, information
exchanged between internal vertices is cheap and immedi-
ate. Giraph++ extends PARMETIS for graph partition-
ing, which is expensive and performs poorly for large-scale
Power-law graphs.
Blogel/GRAPE Varient The subgraph-centric (SC) model
has been quickly adopted and further optimized in several
succeeding works such as Blogel [26] and GRAPE [9]. Blo-
gel allows a subgraph to define and manage its own state,
even subgraph-level communication. GRAPE’s abstraction
essentially decomposes parallel SC programs into separate
phases: Partial Evaluation and Incremental Evaluation, which
allows users to plug sequential graph algorithms into GRAPE
with minor changes.
3. CHALLENGES OF REAL-WORLD GRAPHS
Large scale real-world graphs impose great challenges to
efficient distributed graph processing. One of the most no-
3
table properties is the skewed power-law degree distribu-
tion: most vertices have relatively few neighbours while a
few vertices have many neighbours. Skewed degree distribu-
tion is common for natural graphs, such as Social networks
including Twitter follower network and collaboration net-
works, Computer networks including the internet and the
web graph of the World Wide Web. The highest-degree
nodes in power-law graphs(also known as scale-free networks)
are often called ”hubs”. The probability that a randomly
sampled vertex from a power-law graph has degree d is given
by:
P(degree = d) = 1
dα
(1)
where the exponent α is a positive constant. The lower α
is, the more skewed a graph will be. In many real-world
power-law graphs, the value of constant α is between 2 and
3 [8].
We examined the performance bottleneck of existing par-
allel graph computing frameworks based on edge-cut parti-
tioning while processing large-scale power-law graphs. Fol-
lowing are our observations:
(1) Workload imbalance: the traditional edge-cut par-
titioner tries to evenly assigns vertices, neglects the degree of
vertices. As a result, for the vertex-centric abstraction, since
the storage(memory usage), communication, and computa-
tion complexity is linear to the degree of central vertex, the
running time of a vertex-program can vary widely [11]. For
the subgraph-centric abstraction, the running time of each
subgraph varies and is significantly affected by its total num-
ber of edges [24]. The subgraphs that contain high-degree
vertices will create heavy workload and lead to straggler ef-
fect. To address such workload imbalance problem caused
by evenly assigning vertices, Giraph++ and Blogel would
generate a significantly larger number of partitions than the
number of workers, each worker will take numbers of parti-
tions to process. Some frameworks utilize Parmetis’ mutli-
constraint partitioning feature to generate partitions so that
the number of edges are balanced. However, both these ap-
proache further increase the overhead of partitioning.
(2) Partitioning overhead: Partitioning overhead is an-
other essential issue for large-scale graph processing. Both
the subgraph-centric and vertex-centric based frameworks
depend on the graph partitioning to ensure load balance and
minimize communication. However, most edge-cut parti-
tioning algorithms perform poorly on power-law graphs. For
example, the publicly-available software Parmetis, which is
adopted by Graphlab and GRAPE, is not able to finish par-
titioning a power-law graph with one billion edges within six
hours on our platform. Giraph++ extends the Parmetis,
which is still an expensive method. While the power-law
graph is difficult to partition, Giraph++ and Graphlab al-
low users to resort to random hash partitioning. However,
although hash partitioning is easy to implement and fast, it
destroys the local connected structure of original graphs.
(3) Communication and storage: For an edge-cut par-
titioning based graph processing system, assignment of a
hub will produce notable overhead of communication and
storage: since each inner vertex of a subgraph locally main-
tains its entire adjacency information, in some cases, includ-
ing ghost replication of vertices and edges to ensure the up-
date of inner vertices without external memory access. For
example, given a toy power-law graph in Figure 1(a), the
hub vertex A is assigned to machine 1. We can see that more
than half of the edges are cut, and it leads to replication of
four vertices and three edges across only two partitions.
Large diameter(i.e. longest shortest path) is another prop-
erty of real-world graphs. It is common for road networks
and large Web graphs. Since the information in a graph
flows from one vertex to its one-hop neighbour per iteration
in vertex-centric model, it often leads to slow convergence
while processing large diameter graphs with vertex-centric
based frameworks like Pregel and Graphlab(see Section 8).
4. SVHM MODEL
In this section, we introduce our new graph-parallel model:
subgraph-centric programming and vertex-cut partitioning het-
erogeneous model (SVHM). Briefly, SVHM opens up the en-
tire subgraph of each partition to the user-function, retain-
ing the inherent advantages of the subgraph-centric model
such as less communication overhead and faster convergency.
By integrating the vertex-cut partitioning scheme into the
model, SVHM is able to process the large-scale power-law
graphs efficiently.
4.1 Preliminaries
Give an input directed graph denoted as G = (V,E), an
edge-partitioning (vertex-cut) of G divides all edges into dis-
joint partitions E1, E2, ..., En. i.e.
E =
n⋃
i=1
Ei, ∀i, j : i 6= j ⇒ Ei ∩ Ej = ∅ (2)
We say that a vertex v belongs to partition Ei if at least one
of its adjacent edges belongs to Ei. Consequently, the Ei is
associated with a vertex set Vi, composed of the end points
of its edges:
Vi = {u|(u, v) ∈ Ei ∨ (v, u) ∈ Ei)} (3)
For the isolated vertices that have no adjacent edges, we
just randomly assign these vertices to partitions. The edges
of each partition, together with the associated vertices and
assigned isolated vertices, as well as the data in associ-
ated with the vertices and edges form the data subgraph
Gi = (Vi, Ei, Di) of G. In the rest of the paper, the terms
subgraph and partition are interchangeable. Hence, an edge
owner’s id (aka. a subgraph id) is denoted as pi(e) ∈ {1, 2, ..., p},
and let pi(v) ⊆ {1, 2, ..., p} be the set of subgraphs that the
vertex replicas reside in.
Note that while an edge can only belong to one partition,
vertices may be replicated among several partitions. The
vertices that appear in more than one partitions are called
frontier vertices, referred to as Fi. In contrast, the vertices
that appear in just one partition are called internal vertices
or no-cut vertices. For example, in Figure 1(b), A is the
frontier vertex, while B and D are internal vertices. For
each vertex v with multiple replicas, one of these replicas
is designated as the master vertex. All remaining replicas
are treated as mirror vertices, and each maintains a local
cached copy of its data. Consequently, the set of frontier
vertices in a subgraph is divided into two subsets: the mas-
ter vertices set MAi and the mirror vertices set MIi. A
master maintains a record of the partition ids that its re-
mote mirrors reside. A mirror keeps the partition id of its
master. Such a distributed routing table mechanism enables
subgraph-level communication.
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Under the subgraph-centric model, given k available work-
ers among clusters, we need to decide n, the number of
partitions of input graph. As we discussed in Section 3,
Giraph++ and Blogel employ the ”one worker to many par-
titions” (i.e, n  k) strategy to achieve workload balance
when processing Power-law graphs. However, as the num-
ber of partitions increases, the average size of the partitions
decreases, thus decreasing the chance of a vertex directly
accessing its neighbourhood within a single superstep and
degrading the performance gain of subgraph-centric model.
For many graph algorithms, the runtime is dominated by the
number of edges. Additionally, the memory consumption to
store a partition is strictly proportional to the number of its
edges [12]. Unlike the Giraph++ and Blogel, we utilize the
vertex-cut partitioning in the SVHM model. The partitioner
uniformly assigns edges among workers. Therefore, with the
”one worker to one partition” strategy, load balance could
be achieved naturally in the SVHM model.
A subgraph Gi is managed by a process Pi. These pro-
cesses are also called workers, and one worker is designated
as the coordinator to manage the remaining workers. Com-
putation proceeds in supersteps which follows the bulk syn-
chronous parallel model (BSP). At each superstep, all active
subgraphs execute an identical user-defined-function (UDF)
in parallel. At the end of each superstep, the underlying run-
time system takes care of the subgraph boundary synchro-
nization. Communication takes place at the subgraph-level,
and message exchange is implemented in batch fashion. The
task terminates when all subgraphs have no pending mes-
sages and vote to halt. We finally chose BSP for parallel
model mainly for its straightforwardness to scale. Accord-
ing to the Facebook experimentation [7], BSP is easy to
identify the system infrastructure and user application bugs,
provides the repeatable and reliable results, and simple to
take snapshots.
4.2 User-defined Function
Computation in the SVHM abstraction is carried out by
a subgraph-centric program which is a user-defined func-
tion(UDF ) that follows the standards of DRONE’s API(see
Section 5.1). At each superstep, a compute function op-
erates on subgraph Gi with the incoming messages Mi. It
generates an updated subgraph G
′
i as well as a set of ∆Di of
frontier vertices that need to be propagated to other work-
ers, see Equation 4. To keep the data consistency of the
frontier vertices in different partitions, ∆Di will be sent
off to corresponding replicas of the frontier vertices, which
is handled by subgraph boundary synchronization described
later in Section 4.3.
Compute : f(Gi,Mi) −→ (G
′
i,∆Di) (4)
The SVHM abstraction allows the UDF to have unlimited
access to the data of the vertices and edges, and treat the
frontier vertices and no-cut vertices equally in computation.
Such equal treatment between vertices in a subgraph is the
critical feature of SVHM that differs from traditional edge-
cut based subgraph-centric models. For instance, in Gi-
raph++, the ghost vertices (e.g., C,E,F on machine 1 in Fig-
ure 1) are treated as ”second-class” in the subgraph. They
only keep a temporary local copy of vertex value, which are
caches of the intermediate updates from the internal vertices
and need to be propagated to their primary copies (i.e., in-
ternal vertices in other subgraphs) through communication.
In contrast, the frontier vertices value of the SVHM model
are local state in their subgraphs and they are reconciled
by the underlying run-time periodically. Users can use the
vertices and edges value to accumulate updates for ∆Di(e.g.
PageRank in section 7.2), or use their vertex values directly
(e.g. Algorithm 1).
4.3 Subgraph Boundary Synchronization
In this section, we introduce the subgraph boundary syn-
chronization (SBS) scheme in SVHM. As discussed in Sec-
tion 4.1, frontier vertices are divided into two categories:
master vertices (MAi) and mirror vertices (MIi). In SVHM
model, messag exchange between partitions is carried out in
two steps: Aggregate and Disseminate. At the end of each
superstep, with user-defined action masters aggregate data
from corresponding mirrors. Consequently, masters dissem-
inate updated data to mirrors. Therefore, data coherence is
ensured across partitions. More importantly, this boundary
synchronization scheme is transparent to end users, which
is a distinct feature of SVHM.
In a nutshell, the SVHM’s SBS scheme borrows the idea
of parameter server abstraction [18] and extends this ab-
straction to support large scale workloads in graph comput-
ing. The vertex-cut partitioning strategy adopted by SVHM
naturally fits in the parameter server model: the status of
the master replicas of all frontier vertices can be consid-
ered as global states stored in the parameter server. As we
mentioned in Section 4.1, the SVHM model randomly des-
ignates one of the replicas of each frontier vertex as master
vertex, and other replicas as mirrors. Each worker plays dual
roles: the server and client. When global synchronization is
triggered, each worker first acts as a client, identifies those
pairs which keys in the MIi from the ∆Di, reconstructs the
pairs to a set of messages Mj designated to worker Pj for
j = 1, 2, ..., n, the Mj can be represented as a (key, value)
pairs such that {(v.id, v.δ), v ∈ MAj}. The worker then
sends the Mj to Pj . Upon receiving all designated messages
by a worker, it acts as a server to assemble the updated data
from other partitions into a final result. More specifically,
for a master vertex u in subgraph Gj , it combines a set of
received data {δi, i = 1, 2, ..., k} designated to itself with its
own δj to update vertex value Du, applying a user-defined
Aggregate function for the merge. For example, in the CC
algorithm, the Aggregate function is min(), and sum() in
the PageRank algorithm. Then each sever disseminates the
merged data to clients, which concludes subgraph boundary
synchronization phase at a superstep.
Figure 2 is a schematic diagram showing how SBS works.
At the end of a superstep, each worker assembles a (key,
value) vector from frontier vertices with updated data (col-
ored in Figure 2). The shaded box shows the SBS proce-
dure that those workers with master vertices will execute
Aggregate function to consolidate the difference of masters
and mirrors, and distribute results to mirrors by Dissemi-
nate action. Since master vertices are randomly elected, the
aggregation workload is evenly distributed across workers.
While Pregel [21] and Blogel [9] perform the aggregation
on a single designated master, SVHM’s SBS alleviates such
a scalability issue with evenly distributed masters.
5. DRONE
DRONE, a Distributed gRaph cOmputiNg Engine, is an
implementation of the SVHM model developed in the Go
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Figure 2: Diagram of Subgraph Boundary Synchro-
nization (SBS)
programing language. The Golang is employed for its high
performance networking and multiprocessing, static typing
and productivity of building distributed systems.
5.1 DRONE Programming API
In this Section we describe the DRONE programming
API. Listing 1 illustrates the core class and a number of
major functions of the SVHM abstraction.
For each subgraph, a look-up table of indexed vertices is
constructed during the initialization phase by Subgraph¡¿.
Vertex() provides a mechanism to query the properties of
a vertex including vertex value and its adjacent edges that
are exclusive inside the current partition. In addition, we
provide a method (getDegree()) to query the full degree of a
vertex. The function addPairtoVector() allows user to build
frontier vertices’ key-value pairs that need to be propagated
to other partitions at a superstep. Moreover, unlike the
communication mechanism of subgraph-centric framework
Giraph++ [24], which uses vertex-level message passing
and still requires users to explicitly perform sending opera-
tions in user-defined computing logic, the message exchange
of DRONE is in a batch manner and performed by DRONE
runtime seamlessly without user intervention. However, the
user needs to construct the function Compute() to instanti-
ate the serial graph algorithm on a graph or subgraph.
Algorithm 1 elaborates the implementation of the con-
nected components (CC) algorithm with DRONE. Here,
the input of CC is an undirected graph in which each vertex
takes its unique ID as its label, and when the detection of
connected components is done, the label of each vertex is
the smallest vertex ID in its corresponding connected com-
ponent. The sequential CC algorithm is straightforward and
well-studied by using either breadth-first search or depth-first
search. Due to the subgraph-centric feature of the SVHM
model that user-defined program can random access the en-
tire subgraph, ones can directly reuse the sequential algo-
rithm with DRONE. Specifically, at superstep 0, the sequen-
tial connected components algorithm is executed to initiate
the local connected components. Then, a (key, value) vec-
tor is constructed by addPairtoVector() if any label change
is detected on any frontier vertex. Later on, CC is applied to
every vertex of M iteratively at each superstep, where the
input M is the updated vertex-label pairs of frontier ver-
tices received from external partitions. Again, label changes
of frontier vertices are recorded and propagated by the SBS
mechanism of the DRONE run-time.
type Subgraph interface {
GetVertex(id int64) Vertex
GetVertices () map[int64]Vertex
GetFrontierVertices () map[int64]Vertex
GetParents(id int64) map[int64]Vertex
GetChildren(id int64) map[int64]Vertex
GetEdge(id1 , id2 int64) edgedata
}
type Vertex interface{
GetID() int64
GetData(id int64) vertexData
GetDegree(id int64) int
}
Compute(g Subgraph , M message) map[key]value
addPairToVector(k key , v value) map[key]value
getSuperstep () int
voltToHalt ()
Listing 1: DRONE programming API
With DRONE, the information exchanged among workers
can be represented as a collection of (key, value) pairs. As
shown in the CC algorithm, the key is the vertex id and the
value is the corresponding vertex label. We expose the ad-
dPairToVector() interface to users for customization of the
transmitting messages according to specific algorithms. An-
other important role of addPairToVector() is that by choos-
ing certain frontier vertices to be reconciled during the SBS,
DRONE could reduce communication and support adaptive
computation to potentially accelerate convergence for itera-
tive algorithms.
Algorithm 1: User-defined function Compute() of CC
algorithm
Input: Subgraph G, Key-value pairs M
Output: Modified subgraph G
′
, Updated key-value
pairs ∆D
1 Vector vec← ∅
2 if getSuperstep() == 0 then
3 SequentialCC(root)
4 foreach v ∈ getFrontierVertices() do
5 if v.labelHasChanged() then
6 vec.addPairToVector(v.id, v.label)
7 else if superstep ¿ 0 then
8 foreach v ∈M do
9 SequentialCC(v)
10 foreach v ∈ getFrontierVertices() do
11 if v.labelHasChanged() then
12 vec.addPairToVector(v.id, v.label)
13 return vec
5.2 DRONE Execution Workflow
Figure 3 depicts the DRONE execution workflow of CC
algorithm. The input undirected graph contains seven ver-
tices and eight edges, where {D,G} are high degree vertices.
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We employ the vertex-cut algorithm discussed in Section 6
to divide the input graph into three subgraphs 0-2 by split-
ting vertices {D,G} and assigning each edge to its owner
subgraph (each edge is tagged with its owner subgraph ID
in Figure 3). The frontier vertices are marked with dot-
ted lines, and the master and mirror vertices are colored in
red and blue, respectively. As we mentioned earlier, the ba-
sic idea of programming with the SVHM model is that the
sequential CC algorithm can be applied to each subgraph,
then merge local small components by subgraph boundary
synchronization (SBS). As shown in Figure 3, at the com-
puting phase of superstep 0, each vertex is labelled with
the smallest ID in the corresponding connected component
within its subgraph. Then the DRONE run-time takes over.
The masters aggregate the locally changed component label
from their mirrors. For the example in Figure 3, master
vertex G with local label B in subgraph 1 receives values
from mirrors in subgraph 0 and 2, and their local labels are
A and C respectively. The final value of master vertex G
is set to be A at the SBS of superstep 0. For the same
reason, master vertex D in subgraph 1 is labelled with A.
Both masters disseminate its updated value to their mirrors.
In the subsequent supersteps, the CC algorithm propagates
the updated label of frontier vertices(including the master
and mirror) to their local neighborhood. At the comput-
ing phase of superstep 1, the vertices’ component label of
subgraph 1 and subgraph 2 also changed to A. Similar to
Pregel, DRONE has a subgraph-level voteToHalt() mecha-
nism: if there is no label change of frontier vertices in the
subgraph, the worker will halt. On the other hand, the sub-
graph will be activated if there are incoming messages. The
whole job will terminate if all subgraphs have no pending
messages and halt simultaneously.
6. DISTRIBUTED GRAPH PLACEMENT
The graph partitioning is an essential step in distributed
graph processing which greatly affects overall performance.
In this section, we discuss the motivation for replacing the
edge-cut with vertex-cut in the subgraph-centric program-
ming model, performance metrics for the vertex-cut parti-
tioner, and introduce a scalable canonical degree-based hash-
ing (CDBH) partitioner as the default partitioner of DRONE.
6.1 Merits of Vertex-cut Partitioning
Vertex-cut partitioning(also called as edge-paritioning) has
been proposed and advocated [11] as a better strategy to
divide Power-law graphs. For example, Figure 1(b) shows
a partitioning strategy by cutting the hub vertex A, so that
only vertex A with associated data is replicated and needed
to be synchronized across the network. Since each edge is
stored exactly once, there is no need for data exchange for
edges. Compared to the edge-cut partitioning mentioned in
Section 3, vertex-cut can significantly reduce communica-
tion and storage overhead. The theoretical analysis of the
improvements presented in [6] and [11]: for the policy of
randomly assigning an edge or a vertex to one of subgraphs,
the expected communication and storage cost of vertex-cut is
less than edge-cut, the gain of vertex-cut has a lower bound
and is related to the power-law constant α. In addition,
Gonzalz et.al [11] has proved that for a given good edge-cut,
it can be easily converted to a better vertex-cut.
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Figure 3: DRONE execution workflow of the CC al-
gorithm. Dotted lines are messages. The subgraphs
marked in green have messages to be propagated
6.2 Metrics of Vertex-cut Partitioning
A large number of dedicated vertex-cut algorithms have
been proposed in recent years. It is a difficult task to choose
an appropriate partitioner in practice due to the complexity
of evaluating a graph partitioning algorithm. [22] sum-
marizes the existing vertex-cut partitioning algorithms and
classifies these partitioners. The partitioning quality can be
indicated by two categories of metrics: partitioning metrics
and execution metrics.
Partitioning Metrics. One category is the statistical data
that can be directly computed during the partitioning phase.
These metrics basically reveal two aspects: balance and com-
munication. The balance describes that the size of sub-
graphs should be approximative. The communication de-
scribes that the overlap (e.g., the replicated edges or ver-
tices) across subgraphs should be minimized.The overlap
between subgraphs finally contributes to the inter-node com-
munication and storage. We formulated these two metrics
for the vertex-cut partitioning algorithms as follows: the
Imbalance is defined as the maximum number of edges in a
subgraph divided by the average number of edges across all
the subgraphs, i.e.
maxi=1,...,n |Ei|
|E|/n ; the Replication Factor
is defined as the ratio of the number of vertices in all sub-
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graphs to the total number of vertices in the input graph, i.e.∑n
i=1 |Vi|
|V | . Replication Factor measures the overhead caused
by the fact that some vertices span among subgraphs.
Execution Metrics. Since we are focusing on designing a
programming model and building a graph processing frame-
work in this paper, we are more concerned about the fi-
nal effects of the partitioner to the graph processing algo-
rithms (e.g. CC, PageRank). We call the final effects to
measure a partitioner are execution metrics. The execution
metrics mainly include (1) running time: it is the time of a
graph processing algorithm executed on partitioned graph;
(2) network message: it is the number of messages (e.g.,
the number of (key, value) pairs in SVHM abstraction), or
total bytes transferred by network during the processing;
(3) partitioning time: the partitioning time measures a par-
titioner’s efficiency. In a production environment, the time
consumed during the partitioning phase should be taken into
account in the total execution time for a complete process-
ing pipeline. Hence, there is always a trade-off between the
efficiency and effectiveness of a partitioner.
6.3 Canonical Degree-based Hashing Vertex-
cut
We adapted the vertex-cut algorithm proposed in [25] into
a scalable canonical degree-based hashing scheme and made
it as the default partitioner of DRONE. DRONE supports
several built-in vertex-cut partitioning algorithms. The par-
titioner of DRONE also follows a distributed manner. DRONE
supports two input formats: (1) vertex-oriented : one data
entry consists all data related to a vertex, including out-
going edges; (2) edge-oriented : each item is an edge data
entry, and vertex data is stored separately. For the second
format, DRONE will group edges by their source vertices
in a MapReduce job for pre-processing. Then each parti-
tioning worker loads a collection of vertices with associated
data from external storage. For instance, worker i holds the
vertex v that hash(v) = i. Then workers compute the edge-
to-worker assignment, i.e, each outgoing edge’s owner of the
vertices it holds. In the original DBH algorithms, the owner
of an edge is determined by the hash function value of the as-
sociated vertex with smaller degree. Hence, to compute the
edge-to-worker assignment, each worker needs to retrieve the
degree of the adjacent vertices of the vertices it holds, then
determining the owner of the corresponding edge. When the
edge-to-worker assignment is computed, each worker can de-
duce where its vertices’ replications reside by referencing its
outgoing edges’ owner list. Next, workers exchange the ver-
tices and edges data and location metadata to their owner,
and each worker constructs subgraphs by received data as
the paradigm described in Section 4.1. Every constructed
subgraph will be dumped into a separate file on a distributed
file system. Compute workers will load these subgraphs for
distributed processing. Another key extension is that we
assign an edge in a ”canonical” way, meaning that we sort
the two associated vertices by their vertex id first and then
apply the function f . The sorting ensures assigning the op-
posite directed edges (u, v) and (v, u) to the same subgraph.
Note that the CDBH partitioner works very fast for the in-
trinsic hash, but we also evaluate the execution performance
of CDBH in Section 8.2.
7. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we show the implementation of three rep-
resentative classic graph algorithms in the SVHM model
under the DRONE framework.
7.1 Single Source Shortest Path
Given a graph G(V,E) and a source vertex s, single source
shortest path (SSSP) computes the length of shortest path
dist(s, v) for all v ∈ V . Dijkstra has proposed a sequential
algorithm in O((|V | + |E|)log|V |) time complexity for this
problem [10]. In Dijkstra’s algorithm, a min-priority queue
is maintained for storing vertices associated with the latest
updated shortest path length from source vertex s.
In the SVHM abstraction, due to the ”think like a graph”
philosophy, we keep the sequential Dijkstra’s algorithm to
compute the dist(s, v) for each v ∈ Gi, and maintain a vector
of (v.ID, dist(s, v)) where each v is a frontier vertex. If s /∈
Gi, the host worker of Gi will be idle at the first superstep.
In the subsequent supersteps, the designated messages Mi to
subgraph Gi contain (v.id, dist(s,v)) pairs, and the distances
are updated during the SBS. During the following Compute
phase, the updated frontier vertices are pushed into the min-
priority queue to propagate the external distance change to
the entire subgraph. The min function is adopted as the
Aggregate operator for data coherence across subgraphs as
part of SBS.
7.2 PageRank
PageRank(PR), an algorithm to rank every web page in
a web graph. Let vertex u represent a web page and edge
(u, v) represent a hyperlink from u to v. With the notation
defined in Section 2, we have:
PRn(u) = α
∑
v∈Ninu
PRn−1(v)
|Noutv | +
1− α
N
(5)
supposing PRn(u) is the PageRank value for vertex u in the
nth iteration. α is a damping factor which is usually set as
0.85. Note that Equation 5 is a classic synchronous PageR-
ank algorithm. Instead, in SVHM we implement the PageR-
ank algorithm following an asynchronous accumulative ap-
proach proposed in [27]. We refer to δu as the accumulator
of the received updates of u. Similar to the vertex-centric
program, we loop over the ”active” vertices in the same par-
tition and update their PageRank with δu at each superstep,
α δu|Noutu | is sent to u
′s adjacent vertices, then reseting δu to
0. The vertex u will be identified as active if δu > 0. In
SVHM, each vertex could be activated by its neighbors in
the same subgraph or by external updates from its remote
replicas by SBS. As the end of each superstep, < u, δu > will
be added to the SBS message vector if u is a frontier vertex.
The SBS Aggregate operator is set to be sum function.
7.3 Graph Simulation
Graph G(V,E) matches a pattern graph Q(VQ, EQ) via
graph simulation [13]. if there is a binary relation R ⊆ VQ×
V such that (a) For each vertex u ∈ VQ, there exists a ver-
tex v ∈ V satisfies (u, v) ∈ R and u.label = v.label, (b) For
each pair (u, v) ∈ R, considering edge (u, u′) in EQ, a vertex
v′ ∈ V can be found such that (v, v′) ∈ E and (u′, v′) ∈ R.
Our implementation is based on the following idea: (1) con-
struct an initial relation R0 according to condition (a); (2)
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prune R0 iteratively until it satisfies condition (b). Algo-
rithm 2 illustrates how the graph simulation algorithm is
implemented in the SVHM abstraction. At the first super-
step, we assume v ∈ sim(u) if u.label = v.label. Let R0 be
the initial relation corresponding to sim at the first super-
step, R0 is a superset of the final Rm. In the following su-
persteps, we prune sim and post under condition(b). With
post(v), we can access v’s successor vertices’s matching re-
sults easily. If post(v)[u′] = 0 with v ∈ sim(u) and (u, u′) ∈
EQ, v will be removed from sim(u). < v,∆post(v) > will be
added to SBS message vector if ∆post(v) is non-zero during
the superstep. Given two message pairs of < v,∆post1(v) >
and < v,∆post2(v) >, the Aggregate operator traverses ver-
tex u in ∆post1(v) ∪∆post2(v), and calculates the result
∆post(v)[u] = ∆post1(v)[u] + ∆post2(v)[u].
Algorithm 2: Graph Simulation Compute function
Input: Subgraph G, Pattern graph Q, Updated pairs
by Global Sync M
Output: Modified subgraph G′, Changed data pairs
∆D
1 Vector vec← ∅
2 Simulation set sim← ∅, Post map post← ∅
3 if getSuperstep = 0 then
4 for u ∈ VQ, v ∈ V do
5 if u.label = v.label then
6 sim(u).add(v)
7 for v′ ∈ N inv do
8 post(v′)[u]← post(v′)[u] + 1
9 for v ∈ V do
10 vec.addPairToV ector(v.id, post(v))
11 else
12 tempPost← ∅
13 for v ∈M do
14 for u ∈ VQ do
15 if v ∈ sim(u) and exist vertex u′ ∈ Noutu
such that post(v)[u′] = 0 then
16 sim(u).remove(v)
17 for v′ ∈ N inv do
18 tempPost(v′)[u]←
tempPost(v′)[u]− 1
19 post(v′)[u]← post(v′)[u]− 1
20 for v ∈ tempPost do
21 vec.addPairToV ector(v.id, tempPost(v))
8. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of DRONE
from different perspectives. We carry out performance com-
parisons with representative frameworks of vertex-centric
(Giraph, Graphlab) and subgraph-centric (Blogel). Four
graph algorithms were implemented for the performance eval-
uation: Single Source Shortest Path, PageRank, Connected
Component, Graph Simulation. In addition to cross-system
comparison, for a fair comparison of SVHM model and tra-
ditional edge-cut based subgraph-centric model (e.g. Gi-
raph++), we also made DRONE support the edge-cut coun-
terpart. To distinguish the two modes in the following sec-
tions, we identify vertex-cut model (i.e. SVHM) as DRONE-
VC and edge-cut mode as DRONE-EC. Parmetis [16] is cho-
sen as the default graph partitioner of DRONE-EC. How-
ever, in the case that Parmetis failed to partition when the
graphs were too big for it to handle, we resorted to the ran-
dom hashing (i.e. randomly assigning vertices to subgraphs)
as the partitioner of DRONE-EC. Weak scaling capability
of DRONE is tested on a HPC system with thousands of
processes, and we present the result at the end of this sec-
tion. Aside from framework evaluation, we also show the
effectiveness of the partitioning strategy with the metrics
that are defined in Section 6.
8.1 Experimental Setup
Our in-house test bed is a 4-node system, each node con-
sists of 8 Intel Xeon E7-8830 2.13GHz CPU total of 64 cores
and 1TB memory. The system is connected via 1GigE Eth-
ernet. For the cross-system comparison experiments, we
chose three open datasets that are the largest available to
us. They are listed in Table 2: (1)social network: LiveJour-
nal [3]; (2)web graph: WebBase [5] (3)road network: US-
ARoad [4]. Among these datasets, LiveJournal and Web-
Base are power-law graphs, USARoad has a large diame-
ter(6000+ hops). To evaluate the weak scaling of DRONE,
we chose larger synthetic power-law graphs produced by the
kronecker generator described in [17], which is a power-law
graph generator adopted by the Graph 500 benchmarks [2].
Weak scaling experiments were carried out on ”era”, which
has 270 nodes, each node with 24 processors (2 Intel Xeon
E5-2680 V3 2.5GHz CPU), 256GB RAM, and a 100Gb EDR
Infiniband interconnect.
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Figure 4: Partitioner performance comparison over
CC execution time and network messages per su-
perstep on WebBase graph
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Datasets Type |V | |E| Diameter Average Degree Max InDegree Max OutDegree
LiveJournal Directed 4,847,571 68,993,773 17 21.0 13,906 20,293
USARoad Undirected 23,947,347 58,333,344 8,264 2.44 9 9
WebBase Directed 118,142,155 1,019,903,190 37 8.63 816,127 3,841
Table 2: Stats of Real-World DataSets
Imbalance Replication Factor
DataSets #Subgraphs Random Hash Canonical Degree Based Hash Random Hash Canonical Degree Based Hash
LiveJournal 4 1.007 1.006 2.4691 2.41677
WebBase 32 1.03 1.02 6.29 6.0
Table 3: Partitioning metrics comparison of Random Hash and Canonical Degree-Based Hash over power-law
graphs
8.2 Performance Comparison of Partitioner
Table 3 shows the partitioning metrics comparison of
imbalance and replication factors between Random Hash-
ing (RH) and Canonical Degree Based Hashing (CDBH)
vertex-cut partitioners. We can see that both vertex-cut
partitioner divide graph evenly. The imbalance factors are
approximate to 1 with difference less than 1%. Regarding
the replication factor, CDBH is slightly better than RH over
Webbase and LiveJournal, approximately 2.1% and 4.8% re-
spectively. However, despite the marginal difference shown
above, the CC algorithm achieves 1.96 times speedup(390
sec vs. 764 sec) with CDBH on webbase dataset. There is
1.68 times improvement of network volume, i.e. less number
of (key, value) pairs exchanged across workers (9, 556, 341
vs. 16, 121, 171). In addition, CC converges faster with
CDBH, taking half the number of supersteps (508 vs. 1096)
compared with RH. Figure 4 shows the execution time and
the number of key-value messages per superstep, and varia-
tions of the first 100 supersteps are displayed.
8.3 Systematic Performance Comparison
In this section, we present a strong scaling performance
comparison of DRONE, Giraph, Graphlab (Powergraph),
and Blogel. We run CC and Sim over LiveJournal, PR over
WebBase, SSSP over USARoad and Webbase. Due to the
size of datasets, we limit our experiments to 24 workers.
Although we carried out experiments for Spark GraphX, its
performance was not comparable to the peers, so we decided
not to include it in the following discussion.
Figure 5 shows the strong scaling of four algorithms,
namely CC, SSSP, GSim, and PR. In general, all systems
exhibit a certain degree of scalability up to 24 workers.
GraphLab and Giraph perform similarly on all algorithms.
DRONE, which is identified as DRONE-VC, outperforms
its peers in the aspects of execution time and scalability. In
some cases, it is able to achieve a couple of order of magni-
tudes performance improvements.
CC. Figure 5(a) shows CC performance over LiveJour-
nal. DRONE-VC (i.e. SVHM implementation) outperforms
DRONE-EC, Blogel, Giraph and Graphlab. DRONE-VC
is by average 2.4 times faster than Giraph and Graphlab,
both systems are vertex-centric frameworks. DRONE-VC
is able to minimize the number of messages and achieve
improvement of 170X compared to Giraph and Graphlab.
We remark that for Blogel, it employs an multi-source BFS
based partitioner to detect the connected components in the
partitioning phase, ensures that each block is connected. In
the subsequent CC computing phase, it only merges small
connected components into a bigger one without perform-
ing BFS. For a fare comparison, we added the precomput-
ing time in partitioning phase to Blogel’s CC running time.
DRONE-VC outperforms Blogel by average 1.3 times, this
is because CC is a simple graph traversal algorithm, the
running time is dominated by the communication overhead.
For instance, when n = 24, DRONE-VC only transmits
0.5% of the subgraph-level messages transmitted by Blogel.
DRONE-VC transmits 3.5 times fewer (key, value) pairs re-
sulting in 1.4 times faster execution time than DRONE-EC.
GSim. Figure 5(b) shows the performance comparison of
the GSim algorithm. DRONE-VC is on average 6.7x, 8.5x,
12.8x, 13.4x faster than DRONE-EC, Blogel, Giraph,and
Graphlab. DRONE exhibits superior performance over its
peers, which demonstrates that the SVHM is suitable for
algorithms like graph pattern matching.
PR. Figure 5 (c) shows the performance comparison of the
PR algorithm. DRONE-VC performs better than other sys-
tems. Blogel is excluded from the comparison because its
PR implementation is an optimized PageRank algorithm,
The interested reader is refered to [15] for detailed infor-
mation. We can see that DRONE-VC and DRONE-EC are
significantly faster than vertex-centric systems (i.e. Giraph
and Graphlab) due to less communication. We would like
to point out that both subgraph-centric and vertex-centric
models take a similar number of supersteps.
SSSP. Figure 5(d) shows the performance of SSSP over
USARoad. DRONE-VC significantly outperforms the other
systems. With 24 workers, DRONE-VC is 455x, 413x, 6.3x
and 1.6x faster than Giraph, Graphlab, Blogel and DRONE-
EC, respectively. Subgraph-centric systems(i.e DRONE, Blo-
gel) take significantly fewer supersteps than vertex-centric
systems(i.e Giraph, Graphlab). USARoad is not a power-
law graph, which has relatively even degree distributions.
Metis, default partitioner of DRONE-EC, tries to minimize
the edge cuts and splits graphs with balanced number of
vertices. On the contrary, CDBH evenly distributes edges
to subgraphs, and acts like RH on USARoad. It is inter-
esting to see that DRONE-EC completes with fewer super-
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Figure 6: SSSP runtime and messages per super-
step for DRONE-EC and DRONE-VC
Execution time(s) Supersteps
DRONE-VC-CDBH 316 261
DRONE-VC-RH 378 535
DRONE-EC-RH 413 607
Table 4: SSSP performance comparison of DRONE
variants on Webbase
steps, but take longer time to finish. Figure 6 shows the
runtime and messages per superstep for DRONE-VC and
DRONE-EC. We can see that DRONE-EC spends much
more time during first few steps and sending more mes-
sages than DRONE-VC. Although DRONE-VC takes more
steps to complete, it outperforms DRONE-EC with a 1.6x
speedup. It is evident that the vertex-cut partitioning strat-
egy of the SVHM abstraction ensures a balanced workload
and good performance.
We further compare SSSP performance of DRONE-EC
and DRONE-VC on a larger dataset, Webbase, which is
a power-law graph. For a fair comparison, we tested three
variations: DRONE-EC (random hashing edge-cut), DRONE-
VC (random hashing vertex-cut), and DRONE-VC (CDBH).
Figure 7 shows execution time and network messages per
superstep. Although both figures show similar trends for
the three variations, DRONE-VC-CDBH achieves the best
performance, see a detail in Table 4. We would like to point
out that the number of network messages transmitted by
DRONE-VC-RH is only 19% of DRONE-EC-RH(2, 097, 868
vs. 14, 761, 958), and DRONE-VC-RH only takes 42% the
numbers of supersteps of DRONE-EC-RH.
8.4 Breakdown of Execution Time
In this section, we have a close look at the performance of
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Figure 7: SSSP performance per superstep
for DRONE-EC-RH, DRONE-VC-RH, DRONE-
VC-CDBH over Webbase dataset
the SVHM abstraction and the traditional edge-cut based
subgraph-centric model. We breakdown the execution time
into three parts: (1) Computing: the execution of user-
defined graph algorithm; (2) Networking: The time of send-
ing and receiving between workers. (3) Synchronization. In
Figure 8, we plot min and max on each bar, which repre-
sents average value for a category. Note that higher devia-
tion implies greater imbalance and lower average time im-
plies better performance. Figure 8(a) reports the execution
time breakdown of the CC algorithm under DRONE-EC
and DRONE-VC mode over LiveJournal. PARMETIS [16]
is chosen to be the edge-cut partitioner for DRONE-EC.
We can see that in terms of average computing and net-
working time, DRONE-EC and DRONE-VC have close per-
formance. However, DRONE-EC suffers from performance
degradation due to significant workload imbalance, as work-
ers spend more time on synchronization. PARMTIS is too
expensive and not competent to generate balanced workload
partitions when dealing with graphs of highly skewed degree
distribution. Figure 8(b) and Figure 8(c) report the exe-
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cution time breakdown of CC and SSSP over Webbase, re-
spectively. Because PARMETIS failed to partition Webbase,
we chose the Random Hashing(RH) partitioner for compar-
ison. We can see that DRONE-VC-CDBH performs signifi-
cantly better for both algorithms in all categories. Although
both utilized the same RH partitioning strategy, DRONE-
VC-RH (vertex-cut partitioning) significantly outperforms
DRONE-EC-RH (edge-cut partitioning). Specifically, for
the SSSP algorithm, DRONE-VC-RH is 4.45x faster than
DRONE-EC-RH in average computing time and only takes
40% synchronization time of DRONE-EC-RH, which implies
less workload imbalance.
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Figure 8: Execution time breakdown
8.5 Weak Scaling Experiment
In this section, we evaluated the weak scaling of DRONE.
We executed two algorithms: CC and PR on a range of
synthetic graphs created by the Kronecker graph generator
[17]. We use the same parameters from Graph500 for gen-
erating synthetic graphs. For our weak scaling experiments,
we fix the average number of edges of each partition and
generate Kronecker graphs with scales ranging from 230 on
32 cores to 237 on 4096 cores. The performance is measured
by PEPS (actual processed edges per second) [19]. The av-
erage PEPS per core (worker) is presented in Figure 9. We
can see that DRONE achieves suboptimal weak scalability
to process large scale power-law graphs on HPC system.
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9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the scenario of processing massive large scale graph-
structure data, various graph-parallel models have emerged.
The subgraph-centric model provides users with the opportu-
nity to freely program against the subgraph, allowing users
to reuse the existing sequential graph algorithms. Compared
with the vertex-centric model, subgraph-centric may signifi-
cantly improve efficiency for performing the algorithms that
are topology-aware upon the well-partitioned graphs. How-
ever, the existing subgraph-centric frameworks default to
edge-cut schemes when partitioning power-law graphs, is
vulnerable to the workload imbalance, large inter-machine
communication, and requires heavy preprocessing. We ob-
served these defects in practice, and proposed the SVHM ab-
straction and implemented it in a system called DRONE. By
exploiting the merits of vertex-cut to reduce communication
and storage overhead, and achieve load balance, SVHM can
efficiently process large scale power-law graphs. The API
of DRONE is flexible and easy to program with, and users
can express the algorithms with it. Our experiments show
that DRONE is competitive with the state-of-art distributed
graph processing frameworks
In the future, we would like to extend DRONE to asyn-
chronous distributed graph processing, and explore graph
algorithms for machine learning.
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